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1. TRY OUT project – Digi team
TRY OUT! project focuses on Circular economy and cleantech pilots with cities and
companies – disclosing efficient business models. The most efficient models will be used
and proceed into markets. Circular economy and cleantech business are radically reshaping existing business models and ways of using materials.
The innovation platform of TRY OUT! -project links up with existing innovation platforms in
the target regions while promoting innovation activities and entrepreneurship in the field of
circular economy and cleantech. TRY OUT! -project is based on an approach that
emphasizes co-creation and experimentation. The innovation platform provides
participating companies opportunities to develop their products and services through pilot
projects supported by experts, user communities and a multidisciplinary company
networks. The aim of the platform is to cover entire development cycle from an idea
through piloting to market ready product.
In autumn 2016 and spring 2017 the digi team of this project has benchmarked
different circular economy digital platforms and their user base. These are the main
contribution of this report (found in chapter 2).
The team also looked into businesses which use recycled materials and businesses which
sell waste, recycled materials or scrap. This was mainly as a background study for the ICT
people in the project to familiarize them with the topic. We also searched for existing C2C
(Customer to customer) platforms, in which customers sell recycled materials to
customers.
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2. B2B – Business-to-business
This part of the report is focusing to B2B platforms. Business-to-business, or B2B refers to
a situation where business makes transaction of some kind with another business. In this
case businesses are selling scrap or waste which will be reused by other companies in their
manufacturing and production.
The idea behind these platforms are to provide a place for companies to sell their unwanted
materials instead of throwing them away. There are a lot of existing B2B online platforms,
but most of them were more or less similar about how they worked and many were not even
active. Below are listed some of the found platforms with information what they are about
and how they work.

2.1. Globechain
Contact information: online contact form, link here
Website: www.globechain.com

-

Globechain is an online reuse platform aiming to create local supply chain for redistribution
of goods.

How it works:
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-

Registration is needed if you want to make listings or take items. Wanted items need to be
requested and the member offering items will choose who to give or sell items to. Member
requesting the items needs to arrange transportation. There is an annual fee for listing items
or £10 per item listed. Taking items is free.

Figure 1: Globechain User Interface

Figure 2: Globechain User Interface

Pros and Cons
+

Easy to use site and platform
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+ Process is explained clearly
+ No personal information on listings and only postcode is visible about location.
– Not active

2.2. United States Materials Marketplace
Contact information: online contact form, link here
Website: www.materialsmarketplace.org

-

Project from the US Business Council for Sustainable Development, World Business Council
for Sustainable Development and Corporate Eco Forum

-

Marketplace facilitates company-to-company industrial reuse opportunities

-

Project is hosted on the US BCSD's cloud-based Materials Marketplace software

-

They have similar regional marketplaces for smaller companies in Travis County, Houston,
Greater Detroit and Central Ohio. in development: Denver and State of Tennessee
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How to join:
-

Companies need to get touch with marketplace and tell about their goals, needs and facilities
in US. If marketplace is a good match, they'll guide you through account setup, initial upload
of materials data and technical training for the software

-

Your available materials and company profile will be added to match analysis process and
marketplace will push out match recommendations with other participants.

How it works
1. Post available or desired materials
2. Help identify reuse opportunities
3. Negotiate and exchange

A few examples of the user interface, taken from US Materials Marketplaces’ 3 minute
DEMO video, https://vimeo.com/137884504

Figure 3: US Materials Marketplace, Adding a new material
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Figure 4: US Materials Marketplace, Going through active materials

Pros and Cons
+ Platform seems to be very diverse with lot of features
+ Marketplace software, which automatically search matches between companies.
+ Marketplace is private and only members can access it

2.3. The Waste Exchange
Contact information: online contact form, link here
Website: www.nothrow.co.nz

-

Waste exchange is an online waste exchange platform for businesses and people in New
Zealand

-

It's free to use and available for everyone

-

Registration is needed to list or take waste, but the lists are public for everyone
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How it works:
-

Platform is organized by categories where people can make a post about waste they have
available or if there are waste that they need.

Figure 5: The Waste Exchange User Interface: Searching for items
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Figure 6: The Waste Exchange User Interface: Item descriptions

Pros and Cons
+ Simple
+ Easy to navigate and search for wanted items
- Seller information visible to everyone
- Not active
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2.4. Waste is not Waste
Contact information: hello@wasteisnotwaste.com or online contact form, link here
Website: www.wasteisnotwaste.com

-

Waste is not Waste is an online waste exchange platform in Singapore and it’s managed by
Green Future Solution

-

Waste is not Waste offers other services beside the platform too like education and
consulting.

-

Platform is free to use and public for everyone

How it works:
-

To add a free listing about waste available or waste wanted there are a form that needs to
be filled. In the form seller or buyer selects right category for waste, describes material, tells
estimated quantity, add at least one photo and leaves contact information.

-

If someone is interested about posted materials they will contact seller directly via email or
phone. Seller and buyer will then discuss details of possible payment, delivery and other
conditions.

Figure 7: Waste is not Waste User Interface
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Figure 8: Waste is not Waste, Listing

Pros and Cons
+ Simple
- Seller information is visible to everyone
– Not very active

2.5. Recycler’s World
Contact information: online contact form, link here
Website: www.recycle.net

-

Recycler’s World is an online B2B portal to promote trade of scrap and by-products

-

Recycler’s World have an online platform called Recycler’s Exchange
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How it works:
-

To make a listing to platform you need to fill a form containing contact information, location
and information about the material; description, quantity, price etc. Listings are reviewed by
Recycler’s World and if everything is in order it will be posted into the exchange.

-

Company may have up to 5 listings at the same time and they will remain active for 30 days

-

Listings are public, but sellers name or contact information are hidden, only location of the
materials are visible. You need to leave your e-mail address to contact listings and they will
reply to if they so choose.

-

There are also option to make a list about waste you want and the possible sellers will contact
you the same way by giving their e-mail address to you.

Figure 9: The Recyclers Exchange User Interface
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Pros and Cons
+ Sellers information are not visible, only location of materials
+ Guide video about how platform works
- Website is pretty confusing and messy
- No search option
- No photos of materials

2.6. Material Exchange
Contact information: mex@trca.on.ca
Website: www.materialexchange.ca

-

Online material exchange platform by Partners in Project Green in Toronto region

-

Initiated by the Greater Toronto Airports Authority (GTAA) and Toronto and Region
Conservation Authority (TRCA)

How it works:
-

You can either list materials you would like to offer or materials you would like to receive.
When listing materials, you need to provide basic data about it.
Exchange happens with sending or receiving a request for material. Personal and contact
information is shared only after reviewing requests and accepting it. Then parties involved
will discuss details of the exchange.
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Figure 10: Material Exchange User Interface

Figure 11: Material Exchange User Interface: Searching by keywords
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Pros and Cons
+ Personal information is shared only after someone wants to make an exchange with you
+ Good search options (you can search by material type, business sector, region or by
combining those three)
+ Site is simple and easy to use

2.7. WasteWeb
Contact information: enquiries@wasteweb.co.uk
Website: www.wasteweb.co.uk

-

WasteWeb is an UK based B2B online waste trading platform, where people can trade
waste materials or services.

How it works:
-

There are four different types of listings you can make; sell materials, sell services, materials
wanted or services wanted. To make a listing you need to fill a form with information about
the product and transportation arrangements. Listings are free to do but after the sale there
is a fee.

-

WasteWeb sales are done via auctions. Highest bidder at the time when auction closes will
get the materials.

Figure 12: WasteWeb User Interface
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Figure 13: WasteWeb User Interface, Item details

Pros and Cons
+ Simple
+ No need to add your personal information to listing if you don’t want to

2.8. Materials Innovation Exchange (MAIX)
Contact information: info@nbis.org or online contact form, link here
Website: www.materialsinnovationexchange.com
-

MAIX is a regional marketplace in northwest USA

-

MAIX is a project made up of By-Product Synergy NW members. This group is managed by
Network of Business Innovation & Sustainability (NBIS)

How it works:
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-

You need to register in order to use MAIX. Submitting a listing happens by filling a form with
information about the product (category, material, quantity etc.) including location of the
material. Using marketplace is completely free.

Figure 14: MAIX User Interface

Pros and cons
+ Good video tutorials about platform
+ Simple and easy to use
– Not active
– Seller address visible to everyone
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2.9. RecycleInMe (RIM)
Contact information: online contact form, link here
Website: www.recycleinme.com

-

Marketplace for buyers and sellers of scrap

-

RIM is privately owned company and is working globally.

-

RIM offers very in-depth data about ‘Scrap and Metal’ prices to keep users updated on market
movements, prices and global demand.

-

To use RIM you need to register. Membership fee is from $10-$25 depending on the type of
the membership

How it works:
-

Listing items is done by filling a form where all necessary information about the product will
be added. In every listing there is a Contact Supplier button where interested buyers can go
and leave a message and their own information. These messages will be routed to suppliers
or sellers email.

Figure 15: RecycleInMe User Interface
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Figure 16: RecycleInMe User Interface, Offer

Pros and Cons
+ Data and news about scrap market
+ Detailed information about how to use marketplace

2.10. International Synergies
Contact information: online contact form, link here
Website: www.international-synergies.com

-

International Synergies was established in 2005
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-

They work in devising and managing industrial symbiosis programs with public and private
sector clients, institutions and research community.

-

Idea behind industrial symbiosis is that instead of being thrown away or destroyed, surplus
resources generated by an industrial process are redirected into another process by one or
more other companies, providing a mutual benefit.

-

International Synergies haves their own platform which is called SYNERGie. It is currently
being used in nine countries.

How it works:
-

In SYNERGie you can store information about your resources and identify commercial
opportunities for managing, reusing and trading underutilized materials both internally and
externally.

Pros and Cons
- Not much information about the platform or how it works
- Platform difficult to use
+ Only members can access the platform and personal information is secured

2.11. Scrap Monster
Contact information: info@scrapmonster.com or online contact form, link here
Website: www.scrapmonster.com

-

Scrap Monsters mission is to provide recycling news, prices and information to industry,
along with connecting buyers and sellers at local, national and global scale

-

Scrap Monster haves a platform which is called the marketplace. It’s free.

-

You can use Scrap Monster as a free user but there are three different membership packages
where is a fee and offers more features, like company profiles and contacts, scrap metal
prices, daily news and company promoting. Memberships costs from $490 USD/year to
$2500USD/year depending the type of membership.

How it works:
-

You can make either a sell offers for the materials you have or buy request for materials you
need. Making listing happens with filling the form where you fill necessary information about
the

items you are selling or buying. In every listing there are form
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where you can contact the buyer or seller. In the form you leave your contact information and
they will contact you back.

Figure 17: Scrap Monster User Interface, Searching for items

Figure 18: Scrap Monster User Interface, Listing
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3.

C2C – Customer-to-customer

Customer to customer is a business model that create an environment where customer can
sell goods and services to each other.
According to Yle, “A new survey shows that young people in Finland are becoming more
positive about recycling and buying clothes and other items second hand. More than half of
15-30-year-olds have purchased used goods online.” (Finnish youth opening up to 2nd hand
shopping-9.9.2014). Additionally, there is a ton of online platform that help exchanging used
items and materials as well. Therefore, this research aims to study available platforms in
order to innovate a new model which is fully functioning and user-friendly.
This part of our research introduces the definition of customer to customer and some
recycling platforms with their pros and cons.

3.1. C2C Platforms
Recycling platforms available for individuals create an online space to exchange used
materials.

Globechain
Globechain is an online platform for re-using items members no longer want. Its mission is
to connect individuals, organizations, charities in order to take full advantages of things and
reduce waste.

How it works:
-

Registering as an individual member.
Searching for products that you need or give away by using intelligent software.
Members request the items then member offering chooses who to give items to.
Members requesting arrange their own collections, members offering define available items.
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Figure 20: Globechain User Interface

Figure 19: Globechain User Interface

Pros and Cons
+ Services are free for individual members.
+ Searching tools are easy for users with a clear guideline.
- Members are subject to pay a delivering fee.
- It takes time to fill feedback form every 3rd collection.
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Nothrow
Nothrow is an online tool to help people easily access re-usable materials, reduce waste
and disposal costs.
How it works:
-

Searching for used materials and registering an unwanted material by accessing their
own website.

Figure 21: Northrow User Interface

Figure 22: Northrow User Interface
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Pros and Cons
+ Simple platform, easy to use with clear guidelines
+ Free for users

Tori.fi
Tori.fi is an online market selling and buying secondhand items, used materials in Finland

How it works:
-

Searching for materials.

Figure 23: Tori.fi User Interface
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-

After searching, you’ll find your wanted items with information, picture, prices and contact
information.

Figure 24: Tori.fi, Listing

Pros and Cons
+ Easy to use with clear information about products.
+ Does not require personal information.
+ It is free for users
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Fleamarket Turku
A facebook group for selling buying used goods, the main customers usually are students
living in Turku. There are a ton of fleamarket on facebook divided by location.
How it works:
-

Firstly, you need a Facebook account and send a request to join group where you live.
After accepted by admin, you can buy or sell whatever you want.

Figure 25: Fleamarket Turku Facebook Group

Pros and Cons:
+ It’s free.
+ Easy to use.
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Huuto.net
Huuto.net is a website for buying and selling goods.

How it works:
-

You can register or sign in with your Facebook account.

Figure 26: Huuto.net User Interface

-

To have your item on the featured list you need to pay 4,99 € for an hour. An item can be
searched for by searching by location or the name. You can also use the category which
are listed at the very bottom of the front page. They have a delivery service that can send
the packets to anywhere in Finland except for Ahvenanmaa.
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Below are the prices of the delivery service. Different sizes have their own prices. There is
also an option for a bicycle delivery which costs 15euros.

Figure 27: Huuto.net Delivery costs

Myy ja osta
Myyjaosta.com is an online market for selling or buying stuff.
How it works:
-

This platform requires registration. You can make an account on the site or use your
Facebook account to log in. There are feature items on the front page.

-

On the left is the categories by which you can search for what you want.

-

You can buy a service there that will let your listing be showed on the newspaper. Accounts
on the site can be confirmed, but it is optional.

Figure 28: Myy ja Osta User Interface
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When you register an item to be sold this is how it looks like. You input the details about
your item, its location and delivery type. When interested in an item you can fill the form
above and insert you email. The seller or buyer will contact you when interested.

Figure 29: Myy ja Osta, Item Listing

Textile platform: Textile recycling valley
Textile recycling valley is an online tool connecting waste producers and buyers to take full
advantage of material.
How it works:
-

Registering as a member

-

Offering and searching for materials by a search engine
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Pros and Cons
+ It’s free to use
+ Providing a quick search engine
+ Platform is available for French speakers or users have to use translation tools as it is in
French.
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4.
C2B – CUSTOMER-TOBUSINESS
The customer to business part of circular economy means usually the returning of the used
products to businesses. Ideally, a product without value to the customer isn’t thrown away
but is rather reused as is or its raw materials are repurposed. Traditionally many raw
materials have been cheap, landfills cheap to use and transportation and processing costs
a limiting factor in the economic viability of recycling, however raw materials are becoming
ever more limited, the population that would use them ever grows and countries like
Germany have legislation hindering the use of landfills, so there’s starting to be some
economic incentive to the use of many types of previously unused waste.
What was found out on this subject has been mixed. While many companies like to advertise
their commitment to recycling and reducing their environmental impact, many of them are
criticized of only making a show of it for advertisement and sales purposes. There are some
emerging business models that are based on circular economy from the ground up, but their
services seem expensive and out of consideration for people from the lower income
brackets. Regardless, second-hand sale services and products as services look like viable
future business models in theory, if the prices can be made attractive to large consumer
bases. New technologies for efficient reuse of cotton are in development and some in use
already. Transportation looks like a cost bottleneck that can’t easily be solved.
Globally, there are several businesses that at least on the surface operate a customer to
business returns service. Not many are based in Finland and the large logistics and
processing organizations such as the SOEX Group and its subsidiary I:CO don’t have offices
in Finland.
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4.1. C2B sites and organizations
H&M Garment collecting initiative
-

Launched in 2013, collected more than 100 million T-shirts worth of fabric ever since.

-

Their partner I:Co sorts out the fabric, which is either sold, changed into other kinds of cloth
or just fiber.

-

Looking to expand the amount of recycled fabric used in cloth from the current 20%.

-

Kirsten Brodde of Greenpeace claims that not more than 1% can be used as recycled fibers
(http://qz.com/662031/is-hm-misleading-customers-with-all-its-talk-of-sustainability/). The
reliability of this source is unknown.

-

One of the largest fast-fashion companies worldwide

-

One of the few that has made real effort to reduce its environmental footprint

-

The resources to develop or commission technology for recycling

-

A major contributor to the waste problem in the first place

-

Unknown if the effort is real or just a marketing trick

-

The cost of transporting fabric for reuse across the world to their production facilities is a
possible problem.

I:CO (I Collect)
-

A provider of a clothing and shoes recycling and reuse service

-

Collects, transports and sorts material

-

Offices in Germany, UK, USA and Japan

-

Offers customers who bring clothes to recycle a discount voucher in partner companies

-

Part of the SOEX Group

-

Also a partner of Kappahl

-

Has a lot of big partners already

-

Able to utilize the SOEX Group’s global infrastructure
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Lindex
-

Partner of Suez environment, which does the recycling. Suez advertises that they have
developed a new technology for the processing of used cotton. http://reloopingfashion.org/

Mud Jeans
-

A leasing model. You receive a pair of jeans for a year, for a monthly fee. You can then
keep them or receive new ones in trade. Some are sold as vintage jeans, others processed
into new jeans.

-

Craft easily recyclable jeans, no leather patches, only metal needs to be removed.

-

The idea is based on a theory where services and performance is sold rather than the
actual materials.

-

Factories around the Mediterranean.

Pros and Cons
+ A fresh business model
+ An incentive to return the jeans, you get new ones
+ The product is circular economy from the ground up
- Exorbitant cost for jeans

Northrow
-

New Zealand only

-

Anyone can offer or search anything

-

Users encouraged to offer stuff for low or no cost

-

Seems dead, all of 6 items available

-

Easy to use however, looks like a good model
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LG Electronics
-

A global take-back program, customers can return end-of-life LG brand electronics. There
is no mention of what happens to them and which benefits they offer for the customers

-

Claims to design easily recyclable parts that are then reused in LG products

-

They also have a repair service

Phillips
-

Has a plan on circular economy, coffeemakers from recycled plastics; a “light as a service”
business model. There is no mention of benefits for the customers.

4.2.

Figure 30: Philips: On collection & recycling of lamps
http://www.philips.com/a-w/about/sustainability/sustainable-planet/circular-economy/collection-and-recycling-of-lamps.html
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Vagabond.com
-

Proclaims to strive to reuse 100% of resources

-

Offers a discount of 50SEK in trade for returned shoes

-

A partner of I:CO
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